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Reducing the Effort to Comprehend Risk Models: Text
Labels Are Often Preferred Over Graphical Means
Ida Hogganvik Grøndahl,1 Mass Soldal Lund,2 and Ketil Stølen2,3

∗

Risk analysis involves people with different roles and competences. The validity of the outcome depends on that they are able to communicate; ideally between themselves, but at least
with or via a risk analyst. The CORAS risk modeling language has been developed to facilitate communication between stakeholders involved in the various stages of risk analysis.
This article reports the results from an empirical investigation among professionals, where
the purpose was to investigate how graphical effects (size, color, shape) and text labels introduced in the CORAS risk modeling language affected the understanding. The results indicate
that if graphical effects are used to illustrate important information, they should also be accompanied by informative textual labels.
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1. INTRODUCTION

ing sessions where discussions are documented along
the way.
The CORAS language along with its detailed
user guidelines, the work on which was initiated in
2002, has been developed in an iterative manner
driven by industrial field trials.(2,3) The major decisions regarding its underlying foundation, notation,
and guidelines are supported by empirical investigations.(4,5) Some of these investigations, although motivated by the needs of CORAS, are of relevance for
risk modeling in general. This article presents results
of such general nature originating from a study of risk
modeling preferences among professionals within the
IT sector.
From earlier studies of risk analysis concepts and
terminology, we know that some concepts are more
difficult to understand than others.(5) These studies
led to the hypothesis that the concepts that were
found easy to understand would also be most suitable
and appropriate to represent in a simple and straightforward manner, while the difficult concepts would
need more sophisticated representations.
Relying on this hypothesis we decided in the prolongation of these studies to investigate how we best

The CORAS risk modeling language,(1) in the
following referred to as the CORAS language, has
been designed to document risks, facilitate analysis,
and communicate risk-relevant information throughout the various phases of an asset-driven, defensive
risk analysis process. By asset-driven we mean that
the main assets identified initially by the customer
are used to focus everything that happens thereafter
in the analysis; by defensive we mean that the focus
is on defending the assets as in security- or safetyoriented risk analysis, rather than building new assets in addition to defending the existing ones as
in financial risk analysis. To facilitate communication between participants of diverse backgrounds,
the CORAS language employs simple icons and relations that are easy to read. In particular, the CORAS
language is meant to be used during brainstorm1 Scandpower
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could represent three such concepts, namely (1) likelihood of a threat scenario path, (2) vulnerability, and
(3) severity of risks. This article reports on this investigation. The goal was to identify representations that
would convey, in an intuitive manner, the intended
meaning of risk models. The research questions for
the study on which this article reports are presented
in Section 2. The study tested various means for representation known from the field of information visualization,(6) in addition to textual information labels.
As explained in the conclusion, the study had direct
impact on the development of the CORAS language.
The article is structured as follows: in Section 2,
we give the background and motivation for our investigations. In Section 3 we present related work.
In Section 4, we introduce various techniques for information visualization that can be used in modeling, and then describe the alternatives we explored.
Section 5 presents the design of the experiment. The
results are given in Section 6. Our findings are discussed in Section 7 and the identified threats to validity are reported in Section 8. Section 9 presents the
conclusions of our work.
2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The motivation for the study had two sources:
(1) our previous findings from a number of experiments regarding the conceptual foundation of
asset-driven, defensive risk analysis,(4,5) and (2) experiences from the industrial field trials mentioned
earlier, for which a summary is given by Hogganvik.(3) In the following, we describe this in more detail. Let us first explain the conceptual foundation on
which our work is based, presented as a Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagram(7) in Fig. 1. Its
definitions are taken from the following international
standards:
• Information Technology: Guidelines for Management of IT Security (ISO/IEC13335),(8,9)
• Australian/New Zealand Standard for Risk
Management (AS/NZS4360),(10)
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The model can be explained as follows: stakeholders are those people and organizations who may
affect, be affected by, or perceive themselves to be
affected by a decision or activity regarding the target of analysis.(10) An asset is something to which
a stakeholder directly assigns value, and hence for
which the stakeholder requires protection.(11) Assets
are subject to vulnerabilities, which are weaknesses
that can be exploited by one or more threats.(9) A
threat is a potential cause of an unwanted incident.(9)
A threat may be classified as human (with accidental origin or deliberate harmful intentions) or nonhuman (also called environmental).(9) An unwanted incident is an event that may harm or reduce the value
of assets—something we want to prevent.(8) A risk is
the chance of something happening that will have an
impact upon objectives (assets).(10) Our model captures this interpretation by defining a risk to consist
of an unwanted incident, a likelihood measure, and a
consequence measure. The abstract concept risk, the
more concrete unwanted incident, and their respective relationships to asset require a more in-depth
explanation. In our definition, an unwanted incident
that harms more than one asset gives rise to one distinct risk toward each of the assets. This allows us
to quantify loss of asset value using different scales
for different assets; for example, loss of investment
is straightforwardly measured in terms of monetary
value, while information leakage may be more easily measured by the number of information records
leaked. It also enables us to handle conflicting consequence estimates for different stakeholders since
an asset is always defined with respect to a single
stakeholder. The level of risk is measured by a risk
value(10) (e.g., low, medium, high, or other scales)
that is based upon the estimated likelihood (a general description of frequency or probability(10) ) of
an unwanted incident occurring and its consequence
in terms of damage to an asset. A treatment is the
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Fig. 1. The conceptual foundation.
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Fig. 2. Percentage of correct answers for
each category (mean).

selection and implementation of appropriate options
for dealing with risk.(10)
An experiment focusing on the understanding of
this conceptual foundation(5) was conducted prior to
the study reported in this article. This experiment included 57 subjects who were professionals within the
IT sector as well as IT students. They were given
a questionnaire with questions tailored to investigate the respondents’ understanding of risk-analysisrelated concepts: asset, treatment, frequency measures
(freq.), risk, vulnerability (vuln.), and threat. Their
answers were then evaluated as correct, wrong, or uncertain. The percentage of correct answers for each
of the concepts is presented in Fig. 2. As can be seen
from the figure, the questions related to vulnerabilities and assets received the most correct answers,
while questions related to frequencies (likelihoods)
received a much lower score. The latter corresponds
well with the experiences from the field trials, which
identified the need for a good way of specifying the
likelihood of the paths leading to unwanted incidents
that constitute risks; in particular, visualizing the most
likely paths.
Although the concept vulnerability seemed to be
well understood, being able to specify vulnerabilities explicitly in scenarios leading to unwanted incidents was identified as important in several of the
industrial field trials. However, how this should be
done was unclear. In the empirical investigations(4,5)
as well as in the field trials,(2,3) we experienced that
although the concept risk belongs to everyday vocabulary, most people find it difficult to specify exactly
what a risk is as well as its severity. The concept of
risk is different from the other concepts studied in

the sense that it is more abstract and is used to cover
other, more concrete concepts.
The CORAS risk modeling language has been
developed over several years.(12−14) The abovementioned field trials providing continuous feedback
have been very important by providing a test-bed for
different solutions and for identifying needs. Among
the important suggestions from these field trials is
that the modeling of causal scenarios leading to risks
provided by the CORAS language is useful, but that
it would be beneficial to include vulnerabilities in
these scenarios.(12) In an empirical investigation conducted on an earlier version of the CORAS language,
we concluded that visualizing the various concepts
with meaningful graphical icons increased the readability of the diagrams.(4)
The findings and considerations summarized motivated us to investigate the following:
(1) How should we visualize likelihood measures
in relation to graph navigation (reading and
understanding the diagrams), especially the
likelihood of threat scenario paths?
(2) How should we visualize vulnerabilities?
(3) How can we visualize risks in the models to
improve the understanding of this concept
and in particular its severity?
It may be argued that some of the concepts
of risk analysis, and especially the concept of risk,
are inherently difficult to understand. This makes it,
however, even more important to find good ways to
convey their correct interpretation. Our concern is
purely pragmatic, namely, improved communication
with stakeholders and participants in risk analyses.
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While visualization is not the only way of achieving
this, it is an important means requiring careful consideration.
In the following, we deal with each of the
three issues listed in separate subsections. The first
is referred to as “representing graph navigation”
(Sections 4.1, 7.1, and 9.1), the second as “representing vulnerabilities” (Sections 4.2, 7.2, and 9.2), and
the third as “representing risk” (Sections 4.3, 7.3, and
9.3).
3. RELATED WORK
The study of the effectiveness of visual or graphical communication of uncertainty and risk goes back
a couple of decades. Ibrekk and Morgan(15) present
an important study where a group of nontechnical people was subjected to a number of graphical
means for visualizing uncertainty. Although their results have no direct relevance to our study, they show
that how uncertainty is presented by graphical means
is certainly not irrelevant for how it is perceived. A
further interesting result of their study is that some
knowledge of statistics did not significantly improve
the subjects’ performance. In a study of communication of health risks, Connelly and Knuth(16) found
that their respondents felt that a presentation combining a short text and an illustration was clearer and
easier to understand than a longer piece of text.
According to a survey from 1999 by Lipkus and
Hollands,(17) studies testing visual aids in risk communication until that point in time were few and did
not in a satisfactory manner explain why particular
visual aids should enhance risk communication or
how the tasks at hand (what is the purpose of the
communication) affected the results. Still they conclude that the evidence available in 1999 points in the
direction that visual aids are useful for communicating risk, but that the tasks of the reader (the purpose
of the communication) always must be considered
when choosing what aids to apply. Of interest to our
study is their recommendation that areas or volumes
should be avoided when visualizing magnitudes as
readers tend to get their estimates of the magnitudes
wrong when subjected to these visual aids.
Winn(18) points out that phrases such as “a picture is worth a thousand words” are too simplistic since the usefulness of pictures is highly dependent on the situation at hand and the skills of
the reader. Nevertheless, software engineering studies have shown that applying graphical means to
program and component specifications increases the
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Table I. Symbols Used in the Diagrams
Symbol
Stick figure with bomb
Oval with bomb
Rectangle with explosion
Stacks of coins
Padlock
Logical gate
Danger sign (red triangle)

Meaning
Threat
Threat scenario
Unwanted incident
Asset
Vulnerability
Logical gate
Risk

understanding of the system,(19) and graphical means
have been applied successfully for visualizing program interdependencies.(20) According to Larkin and
Simon,(21) the key activities of a reader of a diagram
is searching and recognizing relevant information,
and then using this to draw conclusions.
4. MEANS AND MECHANISMS TO
EASE COMPREHENSION
In the following, we motivate and present the
means and mechanisms that were selected as subjects
for investigation, structured according to the three
main issues identified at the end of Section 2: representing graph navigation, vulnerabilities, and risks.
At the end of each subsection, we present the alternatives for the representation investigated in the experiment. The tasks of the experiment, all requiring
the subjects to compare diagrams, were numbered
Task 1 through Task 7 according to the order that the
subjects were asked to perform them. The symbols of
the diagrams are explained in Table I.
We refer to the different tasks of the experiment
using the following convention: “TE2” means Task
2 in the experiment, “D1” means Diagram Alternative 1, “TE2D1D2” means Diagram Alternative
1 compared to Diagram Alternative 2 in Task 2. In
the following the tasks are presented thematically.
The order in which the tasks are presented therefore
diverts from their numbering within the experiment.
The theme of Task 1 falls outside of what is treated in
this article, and this task is therefore not part of the
presentation and the results.
4.1. Representing Graph Navigation
There will usually be a number of paths through
a threat diagram, and each of these represents a scenario describing how a threat may harm an asset.
In our experience, sorting the important information
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Fig. 3. Node-link configurations.

from the less important is essential in a risk analysis,
and also a major challenge. We therefore believe it to
be useful to draw special attention to the most likely
paths. It should be noted that we did not test the hypothesis that this is useful, but rather how we best can
represent graphically the most likely path under the
assumption that this is useful.
We focus on the node-link diagram type, which
in its simplest form consists of nodes connected via
edges. A closed contour in a node-link diagram generally represents a concept of some kind, and a linking line between concepts represents some kind of
relationship between them. These lines may be manipulated to represent different meanings (Fig. 3).
Lines linking closed contours may have different
colors, be straight or wavy, or have other graphical
qualities that represent an attribute or type of relationship.(6) The thickness of a connecting line may
be used to represent the magnitude of a relationship
(a scalar attribute). A line with different thickness
or color may “pop-out” perceptually and thereby
call for the reader’s attention.(22) We chose to test
thick, thin, and dashed lines to illustrate more or
less likely paths through the threat diagrams. The
use of line variations was also inspired by network
traffic maps that often use node-link diagrams to
visualize network traffic. The load or type of link
data can typically be illustrated using different
line colors or varying the thickness of the lines.(23)
Variation in appearance of lines is also inspired by
the gestalt principle similarity, meaning something
that is different from its surroundings will be easier
identified by the reader (e.g., italic style vs. normal
style in text). The gestalt principles(24) are some of
the most recognized sets of rules for good graphical
displays. Implementing the gestalt principles may
reduce the effort needed to understand illustrations,
program interfaces, websites, etc.
Winn(25,26) has found that people whose languages are written from right to left also process
graphics from right to left. A related finding is that
the item to the left was always interpreted as the

A
and

C

B
Fig. 4. The AND-gate symbol.

cause, while the item to the right was the effect.(27)
This is in accordance with one of the node-link
rules(6) stating that “placing closed contours spatially
in an ordered sequence can represent conceptual ordering of some kind.” We decided to indicate the direction with arrows since this has been found helpful in understanding similar notations like flow charts
(used in schematic representations of processes).(28)
If the number of lines increases, there is a danger
of losing track of the path. Repeated arrows may
help distinguish between cross-overs and connection
points.
We needed a way of saying both “If A and B occurs, C must occur” and “If either A or B occurs,
C must occur.” The challenge was to find the preferred way of illustrating this. When looking for an
AND operator symbol, it was natural to turn to one
of the most frequently used techniques in risk analysis: fault tree analysis (FTA).(29) Fault trees let you
specify dependencies between events in a tree structure using logical AND/OR operators called gates,
adopted from electrical circuit design.(30) We decided
to test the logical gate for “AND” and added an information label with the text “and” to the symbol to
ease comprehension for people without background
in FTA or circuit design (Fig. 4). There is a similar
symbol for OR gates, but we chose to test only one
of them as they are very similar.
In addition to the AND-gate symbol, we also
tested dashed lines (cf. the above discussion on appearance of lines) and “information notes” (inspired
by the UML)(7) ) as means for expressing “AND.” In
UML, notes may be attached to a diagram element to
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convey additional information about the specific element. The idea was to use the notes as an alternative
to logical gates.
4.1.1. Set-Up for “Representing Graph Navigation”
The effect of two different line styles was tested
in TE2 for visualizing paths that are more likely to be
chosen by a threat (Fig. 5):
• D1: arrows with dashed lines are used to illustrate the less likely paths and arrows with
solid lines are used to illustrate the more likely
paths.
• D2: arrows with thick lines are used to illustrate the more likely paths and arrows with thin
lines are used to illustrate the less likely paths.
Three modeling alternatives for logical AND
were tested in TE4 (Fig. 6):
• D1: the special AND-gate symbol from fault
tree notation and electrical circuit design labeled with the text “and” is used to illustrate
AND dependency.
• D2: arrows with dashed lines are used to illustrate AND dependency.
• D3: UML-like notes consisting of a dashed line
with the label “and” between two arrows are
used to illustrate AND dependency.
4.2. Representing Vulnerabilities
In research on the quality of modeling languages,
pictures are claimed to have a much higher percep-
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tibility, and information conveyed in pictures is emphasized at the cost of textual information.(31) This is
in accordance with the results from our experiment
with graphical symbols where the textual stereotyping (tagging) seemed to be overlooked.(4) In the same
experiment, we tested diagrams with general UML
symbols tagged by text labels versus diagrams where
also graphical icons were attached to the symbols. In
the experiment we found that the representation using special risk-related icons performed better than
the one with conventional UML symbols. Representing vulnerabilities by special symbols was not part of
this experiment, but the findings suggest that carefully designed symbols may be useful, and that vulnerabilities could be represented by a graphical symbol in addition to the text.
We chose to use an open padlock symbol, which
is often used to symbolize a lack of security within
the computer security domain. It is a simple and
internationally known symbol. To achieve what by
Goodman(32) is called “syntactic disjointness,” the
symbol is unique and it is neither too small nor too
large to cause misinterpretations (large elements often attract attention at the cost of the smaller elements). Syntactic disjointness makes it easier to separate the different elements in a model. We decided
to compare this representation to an approach where
vulnerabilities are listed only textually and assigned
to the assets of relevance.
The latter may be seen as an example of the
gestalt principle proximity, stating that things that
logically belong together should be placed close to
each other (commonly used in program interfaces
and websites). This view is very suitable when the

Fig. 5. The diagram alternatives for
“most likely path through a graph.”
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Fig. 6. The diagram alternatives for
“logical AND in graph paths.”

focus is on the assets and their vulnerabilities, but
when it comes to addressing which threats exploit
which vulnerabilities and especially where in the
chain of events the exploitation takes place, the situation is different. This kind of information is especially valuable in relation to treatment identification.
As a consequence of this, we decided to try modeling the vulnerabilities where they logically belong in
the chain of events. The experiment is therefore concerned with the placement of vulnerabilities, as symbols in the paths representing chains of events or as
text attached to the assets.

4.2.1. Set-Up for “Representing Vulnerabilities”
Two alternative representations of shared vulnerabilities (common for two or more assets) were
tested in TE5 (Fig. 7):
• D1: vulnerabilities are represented by an open
padlock symbol and a vulnerability description. The vulnerabilities are located where they
logically belonged in the sequence of events.
• D2: vulnerabilities are represented by specifying them as textual attributes of each asset.
Since the same vulnerability may be relevant
for more than one asset, it may be listed under
several assets.

The same alternatives were also tested in Task 6
(TE6, Fig. 8), but in the opposite order (i.e., TE6D1
= TE5D2 and TE6D2 = TE5D1). However, the
question asked was changed to ask about exploited
vulnerabilities instead of shared vulnerabilities. This
was done in order to investigate whether or not the
respondents had different preferences toward the alternatives with respect to different aspects of vulnerabilities.

4.3. Representing Risks
Representing risks is a great challenge due to
their abstract nature. Illustrating the severity or magnitude of risks and the impact of unwanted incidents
helps keep focus on the most critical risks, something
that is especially useful during the final risk treatment
phase. To find a way to visualize the severity of risks,
we investigated means like line thickness, textual information labels, shapes that varied in size or color,
and more. The color of an enclosed region may represent a concept type, and the size may be used to
represent the magnitude of a concept. This is also inspired by the gestalt principle of breaking the pattern
to attract attention. We want the reader to quickly
discover the most serious unwanted incidents since
they often represent major risks. We therefore tested
the effect of marking the most serious unwanted
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Fig. 7. The diagram alternatives for
“shared vulnerabilities.”

Fig. 8. The diagram alternatives for
“which vulnerabilities are exploited by
which threats.”

incidents with a darker color since dark colors are
more easily noticed against white background than
light colors.
There are some aspects to be aware of when using color coding. The number of different colors one
may use is limited by the reader’s ability to remember and distinguish the colors. Much research has
been conducted to find the optimal number of colors, and the suggestions vary from 5 to 8.(6,33−37) In
our case, we only used gray and white. It is also important to keep in mind how a model with colored
symbols will look when printed in black and white
and whether this may affect the interpretation of the
symbols.(32) Different types of coding in statistical
graphs have been investigated with respect to display
search time. The coding that gave the best performance was color, the second best coding was shape,

and third came letters/digits.(38) This top ranking of
color has been confirmed by many other studies.(39)
According to these results, we should benefit from
using color to emphasize the most serious incidents,
meaning that the reader should identify them more
quickly as compared to using other means. The color
alternative was compared to using size to symbolize the most serious incident since large elements are
more easily noticed than small ones (D2, Fig. 9). As
in the case of colors, the number of different size categories is not indefinite. The number of different size
steps that can be distinguished from each other at a
glance is as low as four.(6) An important aspect when
using shapes is to avoid symbols that are too similar. Shapes that are too similar have been found to
increase search time and are therefore not recommended.(40) The number of risk levels used in a risk
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Fig. 9. The diagram alternatives for “the
magnitude of unwanted incidents.’

analysis can vary, but usually the number of levels is
between two and five. In our experiment material, we
compared only two size categories as we were mainly
interested in testing the concept of using different
sizes.
We also explored the use of textual information in the unwanted incident symbol and as annotations to lines. Our motivation for doing this was
that studies of rapid processing of information(41,42)
have found letters and digits to be some of the best
forms of coding. These investigations involved studying short-term memory and how graphical means are
memorized using Sternberg tasks.1 Digits, colors, and
letters were found to be the top three coding forms
for rapid processing of information. Another investigation found digits, words, and letters to be superior to colors and shapes when it comes to processing
speed,(43) and digits, letters, and words were found
to represent less subjective workload than colors and
shapes.(43) These findings support the modeling alternatives that use textual information labels to illustrate the seriousness of unwanted incidents and risks.
Ware(6) describes some general rules regarding
the use of shapes. For instance, the shape of a closed
contour can be used to represent a type of concept.
1 For

a limited time the subject is shown a set of objects that must
be memorized.

We investigated the possibility of representing risks
with a symbol and using size to represent their severity. We selected a traditional red and white road sign
that symbolizes “danger” and that varies in size according to the severity of the risk.
4.3.1. Set-Up for “Representing Risks”
We investigated whether size, color, or textual
information is better suited to represent the magnitude (severity) of an unwanted incident in TE3
(Fig. 9).
• D1: the most sever unwanted incidents have
darker color than the less so.
• D2: the most sever unwanted incidents have
larger symbols (boxes) than the less so.
• D3: the severity of the unwanted incidents is
represented by textual information labels such
as “High” and “Low.”
In Task 7 (TE7), we investigated the following
modeling alternatives (Fig. 10):
• D1: thick lines between unwanted incidents
and assets are used to illustrate severe risks.
• D2: the severity of risks is illustrated by placing
textual information labels such as “high risk”
and “low risk” on the lines between unwanted
incidents and assets.
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Fig. 10. The diagram alternatives for
“the magnitude of risks.”

• D3: the size of a warning sign attached to the
lines between unwanted incidents and assets is
used to illustrate the severity of risks (the bigger the sign, the higher the severity).
5. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
We conducted an empirical study using professionals within the IT sector as subjects in order to decide upon the preferred notation. Similar representations had been tested in a prestudy using IT students
as subjects.
5.1. Subjects
The survey was distributed via e-mail to people
in various parts of the IT industry. The people receiving the survey were personal contacts of the main
author of this article; partly professional contacts and
partly contacts from her period as a student at the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology. In
all, 41 persons received the survey via e-mail and of
these, 33 persons responded.

Fig. 11. The subjects’ years of work experience.

The 33 subjects received no payment and participated voluntarily. The majority of the subjects
were males, between the ages of 26 and 35 and with
1–3 years of work experience. The work experience
of the subjects is shown in Fig. 11. The subjects
were asked about their experience with tasks within
the following categories: system design, development,
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• H0 : the modeling alternatives are equally preferred by the subjects.
• H1 : the modeling alternatives are not equally
preferred.
In addition, we tested differences in preference
between the subjects with short experience and the
subjects with long experience. For these tests, we
used the following null hypothesis and alternative
hypothesis:
• H0 : the subjects with short and long experience
have the same preferences.
• H1 : the subjects with short and long experience
do not have the same preferences.

Fig. 12. The subjects’ task experience.

testing, quality evaluation, maintenance, and marketing/sales. The subjects’ experience in these categories
of tasks is shown in Fig. 12.
5.2. Material
The material was in the form of a questionnaire
where the subjects were asked to prioritize the different modeling alternatives. It was similar to the
prestudy using IT students. (Complete versions are
provided in a technical report(12) and the results are
compared in Section 7.) It consisted of eight tasks and
was estimated to take about 15–20 minutes to complete. The tasks were related to variations of the basic threat diagram shown in Fig. 13. The focus of each
task varied, but the main issues were how to simplify
graph navigation, how to best represent vulnerabilities, and how to highlight major risks and unwanted
incidents. The explanation given in the material is
shown in Fig. 14.
5.3. Hypotheses
The null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis for the purpose of testing preference in each of
the tests were:

Fig. 13. The basic threat diagram.

5.4. Analysis Method
The data were coded on a scale from –3 to +3, as
shown in Fig. 15. The average score for each of the
tasks could then be calculated, and the null hypothesis with respect to preference is then that the average equals zero. In order to test this hypothesis, we
conducted a two-tailed Student’s t-test(44) with significance level 0.95 for each task.2
In order to test the hypotheses related to differences in preference, we divided the subjects into
two groups: the subjects with short work experience
(0–3 years) and the subjects with long work experience (4+ years). For each task, we then conducted a
two-tailed Mann-Whitney test(44) to see if there were
any significant differences between the preferences
of the subjects with short work experience and the
subjects with long work experience.
All tests were made using the statistical package
SPSS.(46)
2 The same data were tested using Pearson’s chi-square test(45)

with
significance level 0.95 in a technical report.(12) In these tests, the
scale from –3 to +3 was not used, but instead a count of negative
and positive numbers. However, these tests had the same results
with respect to the testing of the hypotheses as the t-test reported
in this article.
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Fig. 14. Task explanation.

Fig. 15. Coding data.

6. RESULTS
The results from the statistical tests are presented below. The abbreviations used to refer to

tasks and comparisons in the results are summarized
in Table II. The t-tests are grouped in accordance to
the three research questions posed at the end of Section 2. As we will see, there was a significant difference between the diagram alternatives in four of the
six tasks. The Mann-Whitney tests are only presented
in the cases where there was a significant difference
between the subjects with short- and long-work experience. This is the case for two of the tests.
Tables III and IV show the results from representing graph navigation: the likelihood of paths
(TE2) and logical AND (TE4).
The conclusion from the test of the likelihood
of paths (TE2) was that neither of the modeling
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Table V. Statistics for Experience (TE4D2D3)

Summary

TE2
TE2D1D2
TE3
TE3D1D2
TE3D1D3
TE3D2D3
TE4
TE4D1D2
TE4D1D3
TE4D2D3
TE5
TE5D1D2
TE6
TE6D1D2
TE7
TE7D1D2
TE7D1D3
TE7D2D3

Experience N Mean Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

Task 2: Graph navigation
Dashed lines vs. line thickness
Task 3: Representing risk
Color vs. size
Color vs. text
Size vs. text
Task 4: Graph navigation
Gate vs. dashed lines
Gates vs. notes
Dashed lines vs. notes
Task 5: Representing vulnerabilities
Symbol vs. textual attributes
Task 6: Representing vulnerabilities
Textual attributes vs. symbol
Task 7: Representing risk
Line thickness vs. text
Line thickness vs. symbol and size
Text vs. symbol and size

TE4D2D3 Short
Long
Total

20
13
33

2.3
1.2
1.8

21
12

410
151

Table VI. Test Results for Experience (TE4D2D3)
TE4D2D3
Mann-Whitney U
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

60
0.007

Table VII. Statistics for Vulnerabilities (TE5, TE6)

TE5D1D2
TE6D1D2

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

33
33

0.27
1.4

2.0
1.6

0.35
0.29

Table III. Statistics for Graph Navigation (TE2, TE4)
t

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

TE2D1D2
TE4D1D2
TE4D3D1
TE4D2D3

33
33
33
33

–3.3
–2.4
2.2
1.8

2.3
1.2
1.4
1.4

0.40
0.21
0.24
0.25

Table VIII. Test Results for Vulnerabilities (TE5, TE6)
Test Value = 0

Table IV. Test Results for Graph Navigation (TE2, TE4)
Test Value = 0
95%
Confidence
Interval of
the Difference

t
TE2D1D2 −0.84
TE4D1D2 −11.4
TE4D3D1
9.2
TE4D2D3
7.3

Sig.
Mean
df (2-tailed) Difference Lower
32
32
32
32

0.41
0.00
0.00
0.00

−0.33
−2.4
2.2
1.8

−1.1
−2.9
1.7
1.3

Upper
0.47
−2.0
2.7
2.3

alternatives was significantly preferred to the other
(keep H0 ). For logical AND (TE4), we found significant differences between all modeling alternatives:
D1 is preferred over both D2 and D3, and D3 is preferred over D2 (reject H0 ).
From Tables V and VI, we can see that in test
TE4D2D3 there was a significant difference in the
preferences of the subjects with short experience and
the subjects with long experience (reject H0 ). Those

TE5D1D2
TE6D1D2

95%
Confidence
Interval of
the Difference

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

Lower

Upper

0.77
4.8

32
32

0.45
0.00

0.27
1.4

−0.45
0.78

0.99
1.9

with short experience had a higher preference of D3
over D2 than those with long experience.
Tables VII and VIII show the results from representing vulnerabilities: shared vulnerabilities (TE5)
and threats & vulnerabilities (TE6).
The tests for representing vulnerabilities show
that neither of the diagram alternatives for shared
vulnerabilities (TE5) were significantly preferred to
the other (keep H0 ), while for threats & vulnerabilities (TE6), the representation in D2 is significantly
preferred (reject H0 ).
Tables IX and X show the results from representing the magnitude of risks (TE7) and unwanted incidents (TE3).
From test TE3 we can conclude that the modeling alternative in D3 is preferred to that of D1, but
not significantly to that of D2 (reject H0 ). The result
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Table IX. Statistics for Unwanted Incident/Risk (TE3, TE7)

TE3D1D2
TE3D3D1
TE3D2D3
TE7D1D2
TE7D3D1
TE7D2D3

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

33
33
33
33
33
33

0.06
−0.94
0.42
1.0
0.12
−1.4

2.3
2.0
2.2
1.9
2.1
1.8

0.39
0.35
0.38
0.33
0.36
0.31

7. DISCUSSION OF MODELING
PREFERENCES
In the following, the results for each task are discussed. The diagram alternatives are referred to as
D1, D2, D3, meaning “diagram 1,” “diagram 2,” etc.
in the relevant figures. Whenever the results from the
prestudy are relevant, they are mentioned. However,
since the material used in the experiment was quite
different from that which was used in the prestudy,
we cannot compare the results directly.

Table X. Test Results for Unwanted Incident/Risk (TE3, TE7)
Test Value = 0

7.1. Representing Graph Navigation
95%
Confidence
Interval of
the Difference

t
TE3D1D2
0.15
TE3D3D1 −2.7
TE3D2D3
1.1
TE7D1D2
3.2
TE7D3D1
0.34
TE7D2D3 −4.7

df

Sig.
Mean
(2-tailed) Difference Lower

Upper

−0.74
−1.7
−0.35
0.39
−0.61
−2.0

0.86
−0.23
1.2
1.7
0.86
−0.80

32
32
32
32
32
32

0.88
0.012
0.27
0.003
0.74
0.00

0.06
−0.94
0.42
1.1
0.12
−1.4

Table XI. Statistics for Experience (TE7D3D1)
Experience N
TE7D3D1 Short
Long
Total

Mean

20 0.80
13 −0.92
33 0.12

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
20
12

399
162

Table XII. Test Results for Experience (TE7D3D1)
TE7D3D1
Mann-Whitney U
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

71
0.027

for TE7 shows that D2 is preferred over both D1 and
D3 (reject H0 ).
From Tables XI and XII, we can see that in test
TE7D3D1 there was a significant difference in the
preferences of the subjects with short experience and
the subjects with long experience (reject H0 ). What
we can see is that the subjects with short experience
had a weak preference for D1, while the subjects with
long experience had a weak preference for D3.

The results from evaluating TE4 (Fig. 6) showed
that D1 was preferred to D3, which again was preferred to D2. Both alternatives with text labels were
preferred to the nontext alternative. The same result was found in the prestudy using similar representations. The conclusion is that the subjects prefer
a combination of a closed contour and a textual information label. Besides the possibility of being known
from other notations, the AND-gate shape used in
D1 is clearer and more easily noticed than the other
two alternatives. Using the AND symbol will also
make the diagrams less cluttered compared to alternative D3. The results also show that the subjects
with short experience had a stronger preference for
D3 over D2 than the subjects with long experience.
This may support the conclusion since it indicates
that the less experienced subjects have a stronger
preference toward text labels.
In TE2 (Fig. 5), the result showed that neither
of the alternatives was preferred for this purpose.
The same result was also obtained in the prestudy.
It was a bit surprising that the thick line in D2
was not preferred over the thinner line in D1 since
the modeling alternative is comparable to the use
of thick lines in network maps to illustrate heavy
traffic. A possible explanation for this is that the
solidity of a line, in contrast to text, does not convey
a unique interpretation. Even though this study
cannot give a definite explanation of this result, we
have, during field trials, found it more helpful to
show likelihood of paths by annotating the threat
scenarios with likelihood estimates (numbers or
text). The unwanted incident likelihood can then be
estimated on the basis of the likelihood estimates
of the threat scenarios that cause the incident. This
has led to the conclusion that we should use textual
information labels to show likelihood of paths, rather
than relying on graphical means only.
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7.2. Representing Vulnerabilities
Vulnerabilities are weaknesses, flaws, or deficiencies of the analysis object that expose assets to
threats. During field trials, we have experienced a
need for representing vulnerabilities explicitly in the
diagrams. Vulnerabilities may be modeled from several perspectives: in some situations, we are interested in specifying that several assets are subject to
the same vulnerabilities, while in other cases, we like
to see which vulnerabilities a given threat may exploit.
In TE5 (Fig. 7), the experimental results show
that neither of the two representations was preferred
to illustrate shared vulnerabilities. The prestudy
showed a preference for D2. This task only dealt with
assets and their vulnerabilities; therefore, we find it
surprising that D2 was not preferred since this alternative had grouped all information concerning vulnerabilities below each asset. With respect to solving
a task like TE5, it can be assumed that more effort
is required to use D1 where the reader must deduce
which vulnerabilities are relevant for which asset.
The same two diagram alternatives were also
used in TE6 (Fig. 8), which aimed to identify the
vulnerabilities a threat may exploit. This task was
new in the experiment and therefore not tested in
the prestudy. The result from TE6 showed that the
alternative using the padlock symbol (D1) was significantly preferred over the alternative representation.

7.3. Representing Risks
We often experience that the concept risk can be
difficult to understand due to its abstract nature. A
risk is an unwanted incident that has been given specific likelihood and consequence estimates. To make
the risk-concept less abstract, we investigated how it
can be graphically represented in threat diagrams. In
risk evaluation and treatment identification, we find
it useful to be able to specify the magnitude of both
risks and unwanted incidents.
The results for TE3 (Fig. 9) show a significant
difference between the representations, and that D3
(textual information) was preferred to the other
two alternatives. This result was also found in the
prestudy. A possible explanation is that the textual
information in this case had a unique interpretation,
while size or color could have many interpretations.
It was quite surprising to see that the risk symbol
alternative in TE7 (Fig. 10, D3) received the lowest
score. The textual information alternative was pre-
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ferred and was probably the representation that required the least effort to understand. It is important
to consider the effects of giving size and color a specific semantic interpretation. Such a decision would
mean that every time an element diverges from the
standard size or color, the reader will expect it to
mean something special, even if it was not the intention of the modeler. The degree of difference will
also play an important role. In order for an element
to stand out as different and to avoid confusion, the
color or size of the element has to be sufficiently different from the other elements. The results show that
the subjects with short experience had a weak preference for D1 over D3, while the subjects with long
experience had a weak preference for D3 over D1. It
is, however, difficult to find any good explanation for
this.
7.4. Summary
The overall findings suggest that textual information in graphical models seems to be preferred over
purely graphical means. In the already mentioned
study of icons and text labels in the initial version
of the CORAS language,(4) we compared a set of
UML profile models to the standard UML models,
both stereotyped with text labels (Fig. 16). We found
that the subjects receiving the special symbol version
of the material completed more tasks given limited
time than the other group and concluded that the text
label stereotyping was not particularly significant. In
other words, the symbols helped the subjects identify
the elements of the modeling language.
In the investigation presented in this article, on
the other hand, we found that text labels were preferred over graphical means (size, color, line thickness) when it came to representing magnitudes (likelihood of path, severity of risk). Comparing the two
experiments, we hypothesize that text labels used
as categorization labels may quickly be ignored by
the reader because they do not contain the amount
of information needed to understand the meaning.
Rather than categorizing elements with text labels,
text labels should be used to communicate information that the reader otherwise has to seek in other
documents.
8. THREATS TO VALIDITY
The main threats to validity of the empirical results from this investigation are described in this section. First of all, the diagrams we used were less
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Fig. 16. Comparing stereotyping alternatives.

detailed and complex than real diagrams, but more
than just examples of notation. Real risk and threat
diagrams contain more descriptive text, and this additional text might make the text labels less visible. This weakness is difficult to avoid. On the other
hand, our practical experience with risk analysis indicates that the parts of diagrams under focus at any
given point in time are not very large. There are two
reasons for this. First, large and complex diagrams
become too difficult to work with and are usually
divided into smaller and simpler diagrams. Second,
discussions during a risk analysis session are usually
concentrated on only a few scenarios at a time. As a
result, the attention is most of the time on fragments
of diagrams for which our results should be significant.
A further threat to validity may be that the symbols (padlock, warning sign, and logical gate) and
color (gray) used in the experiment are not optimal
for the information we were trying to visualize; in
other words, that text labels were preferred because
of bad choice of symbols and color. On the other
hand, the symbols have not been randomly chosen,
but are alternatives that have materialized through
experience from our industrial field trials.
We might have obtained a different result if we
had used a color signalizing “danger” to a larger extent than gray. It would have been interesting to see
the result if we had tested colors like red, orange, and
green; colors that are often used to illustrate high,
medium, and low risk. Another threat to validity is
that people may prefer what they are used to over
things that are new, even if they might prefer the new
representation after getting used to it. In this respect,
text labels are probably more familiar than newly introduced symbols, and this may give the text labels
an immediate higher preference.
The experiment addresses a selection of risk
analysis modeling challenges. It would be both interesting and useful to also test other aspects and modeling alternatives, but in this case, we had to limit the

size of the material to increase the likelihood of it being completed by the subjects.
The experiment had 33 respondents. With the
sample size at hand we can only expect to identify
medium to large effect sizes as statistically significant.(47) Even though smaller effect sizes may be of
possible theoretical interest, they are less relevant for
the development of the CORAS language. For the
purpose of making design decisions about the language, we are mainly interested in differences associated with large effect sizes.
The various modeling alternatives were tested on
a sample of subjects that is quite homogenous with
respect to background, age, and sex. The subjects received no introduction to risk analysis other than the
short background provided with the material. We do
not know whether the results would have been different if the subjects had been familiar with risk analysis. To some degree this does prevent us from generalizing. However, the technical background of our
subjects and their lack of experience in risk analysis
are not uncommon for participants in IT-related risk
analyses. For exactly this reason, targeting IT professionals was one of the goals of this study. Although
we cannot know whether our results are valid for
the general population, our subjects should be considered representative of large parts of the relevant
population, that is, the kind of people that are likely
to be involved in IT-related risk analyses.
Since the material of the experiment was distributed by e-mail, we could not control how the subjects chose to fill in the questionnaire (helping facilities, time spent, etc.). We do not believe this affects
the overall validity of the results since the subjects
were asked to choose the alternatives they preferred,
that is, a completely subjective measure.
9. CONCLUSIONS
In risk analyses, it is often helpful to draw
simple diagrams to communicate or discuss risk
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scenarios. It is essential that these diagrams are easily understood by people without special training and
experience in modeling or risk analysis. A typical situation is a structured brainstorming session involving
stakeholders with different backgrounds and competences. This article addresses issues related to the following question: To what extent and in what way
may we improve the reading and comprehension of
such diagrams using text labels and simple graphical
means?
Our empirical investigation indicates that mechanisms like size and color coding used to convey particular information, such as the severity of risks, in
graphical models are less preferred by the subjects
as compared to textual information labels. The size
or color of an element does not in general convey
a unique interpretation in a model, while textual information is more specific. The subjects tend to prefer the representations where they get the most information without having to interpret any additional
graphical means. An earlier study(4) showed that
graphical symbols help users parse diagrams. Taken
together, these studies points in the direction that
graphical means are useful for categorization of elements, while the magnitude of elements, which may
be seen as additional information, are best conveyed
using textual labels.
The results of the investigation reported on in
this article had a direct impact on the development of
the CORAS language.(48) In particular we discarded
any ideas about using size, color, or dashing, and
thickness of lines to convey information in our diagrams, and decided to use text labels to specify likelihoods, consequences, and risk levels. Further, we decided to use the padlock symbol to represent vulnerabilities instead of listing them as attributes to assets.

9.1. Conclusions Regarding “Representing
Graph Navigation”
To assess the various threats in risk analyses, it is
useful to describe the paths via which they are most
likely to harm the assets. Our study showed no significant benefit of using either thick or dashed lines for
highlighting (attracting attention to) or deemphasizing (detracting attention from) the more or less likely
paths.
We investigated various alternatives to represent
the logical AND gate. The conclusion was clear: the
classical logical AND-gate symbol annotated with
the text label “and” was preferred.
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To summarize: the only alternative that showed
significant preference was the gate symbol.
9.2. Conclusions Regarding “Representing
Vulnerabilities”
In our study, we saw that representing vulnerabilities is most simply done by placing them in the
paths from threats to assets. However, when looking
at one particular asset and its vulnerabilities, there
is a tendency toward a preference of having the vulnerabilities listed under the asset. Since it may be
interesting to analyze vulnerabilities and assets independently of the threat scenarios, we suggest that
a specialized asset diagram where the vulnerabilities
are attached to assets may be useful.
To summarize, if the purpose is to show the relation between assets and vulnerabilities, the threats,
threat scenarios, and paths between these are not as
important as when the threat’s preferred strategy is
to be analyzed. Since we are interested in both views
(threats and which vulnerabilities they may exploit,
as well as assets and their vulnerabilities) it might be
useful to employ different kinds of diagrams allowing
the vulnerabilities to be viewed from two different
perspectives.
9.3. Conclusions Regarding “Representing Risk”
An important aspect of a risk analysis is to identify the risks with the highest risk levels. It should
therefore be possible to express the magnitude, or
severity, of both risks and unwanted incidents. We
found textual information to be preferred over both
size and color. We believe this is because text can
carry a more precise and unique interpretation than
an element of varying size and color. Text labels
should not be used as categorization labels in a diagram if they do not convey important information
needed to understand the diagram. Rather than categorizing elements with text labels, text labels should
be used to communicate diagram-specific information that the reader otherwise has to seek in other
documents.
To summarize, textual information labels should
be used to indicate the severity of a risk or an unwanted incident since an element’s size or color is too
ambiguous.
9.4. Future Work
As explained earlier, the investigation on which
this article reports has provided important input to
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the development of the CORAS language. After a
period with experimentation, the language was stabilized and formalized. The language has also been extended with rules for calculating likelihoods, support
for hierarchical diagrams, legal risk analysis, and dependency analysis. In addition, a diagram editor has
been developed.(49)
A larger challenge, however, is the study of how
the language works in practice. Controlled experiments like the one reported on in this article are useful for getting reliable information, but are limited
with respect to the questions we are able to ask. Field
trials, on the other hand, provide useful experience
from the real-life use of the language, but the evidence from field experiments tends to be anecdotal
in nature. An important line of further work would
therefore be to design and carry out field trials in the
form of case studies from which reliable evidence on
the practical use of the language can be derived.
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